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Sonja Hagen
Scrappy Happy

It is made from Half Square 
Triangles I pieced as 
leaders and enders. My 
sister saw it on the design 
wall and asked to have it as 
her Christmas present, so I 
came up with a border 
design to expand it to 
Queen size. Leftover HSTs 
were used on the back. 
This is the EARLIEST I 
have even completed a 
Christmas present! 

It was beautifully quilted by 
Laura Jarvis of Kootsi 
Quilting.



Meena 
Schaldenbrand

Dream Big

Quilted during a quilt along 
online and is  gift for my 
granddaughter.



Jan Kosko
I want a different quilt 
for each season and 
am finally getting to it. 
This is the Hourglass 
pattern by Jenny 
Dolan. It’s all from 
scraps. Since it was 
the beginning of the 
virus I made the back 
from scraps as well so 
the quilt is double 
sided. 

Made by Jan Kosko
Quilted by Jane Clark



Jan Kosko
Ella’s Kitty Quilt

This quilt now 
belongs to our 
granddaughter Ella, a 
lover of all things 
CAT or KITTY. The 
fabric was given to 
me by Grace Boxer. 
The back is also 
pieced as I am not 
shopping…. I have 
her name (Ella) on 
the back in yellow 
fabric, her favorite 
color. 



Mary Hogan

From classes with Cindy 
Grisdela



Gayle Kush
This quilted wall hanging was started in a 
class I took from Irene Roderick called 
Dancing With the Wall Two Step. Irene has a 
totally different way of designing art quilts 
and is very good at teaching this method in 
such a way that it helps you get comfortable 
with your own choices. We were to limit our 
pallet to two fabrics. As you can see I didn't 
actually follow directions and that was okay 
with her as well. If you are interested in 
learning a different way to do improv work 
her classes and teaching style are very 
beginner friendly.



Katie McGrath
Ocean Treasures
Hand-dyed fabric background



Nancy Finlayson

Hearts Aflutter 3

This quilt is part of my Shabby 
Chic collection and will be 
donated to another organization 
as a silent auction quilt.

Quilted by Laura Jarvis of 
KootsiQuilting


